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Abstract

The unabated mystique of large-scale neural networks,
such as the CLIP dual image-and-text encoder, popular-
ized automatically generated art. Increasingly more so-
phisticated generators enhanced the artworks’ realism
and visual appearance, and creative prompt engineer-
ing enabled stylistic expression. Guided by an artist-
in-the-loop ideal, we design a gradient-based genera-
tor to produce collages. It requires the human artist to
curate libraries of image patches and to describe (with
prompts) the whole image composition, with the option
to manually adjust the patches’ positions during gener-
ation, thereby allowing humans to reclaim some control
of the process and achieve greater creative freedom. We
explore the aesthetic potentials of high-resolution col-
lages, and provide an open-source Google Colab as an
artistic tool.

Introduction
A collage, from the French coller, is “a composite im-
age made by sticking newspaper cuttings, photographs, and
other printed images onto a flat surface, often combined
with paint” (Zaczek and Actor 2008). Photomontage ex-
tends collage by manipulating and compositing photographs
(Ades 1976). The origins of collage can be traced to
the invention of paper in China, and photo-collage was a
social pastime for the Victorian upper-class (of Scotland
2019), before Cubists Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque
made collage into an art form (Zaczek and Actor 2008;
Greenberg 1958).

In this paper, we formalize collage as a picture produced
by optimizing affine spatial and color transformations of
patches, where patches are manually selected, and then auto-
matically sampled, moved around, recolored, and superim-
posed. We design a gradient-based Collage Generator con-
sisting of differentiable spatial and color transformations of
patches followed by transparent or opaque superposition.

The Collage Generator optimizes such transformations
guided by a dual text-and-image encoder (Liu, Gong, and
others 2021), like the popular CLIP model from OpenAI
(Radford, Wook Kim, and others 2021), pre-trained on large
datasets of captioned images collected on the internet (hence
incorporating various cultural biases). Intuitively, the dual
encoder computes a score for the match between a textual

Figure 1: The Fall of the Damned after Peter Paul Rubens
and Scott Eaton (2021). High-resolution collage of image
patches of animals, optimized hierarchically with 3x3 over-
lapping CLIP critic evaluations.

prompt and the resulting collage image. Therefore, it acts
as an AI-based Critic assessing the “quality” of the art-
work given its description. Large-scale dual encoders ex-
hibit some degree of semantic compositionality, as they al-
low novel combinations of phrases or images, and handle
such visual concepts as color, texture, shape, object rela-
tions, perspective and “style”, to guide a generator to create
remarkably convincing images.

Computational artists like Ryan Murdoch, Katherine
Crowson and Mario Klingeman have investigated various
neural generators, including Generative Adversarial Net-
works (Brock, Donahue, and Simonyan 2018; Esser, Rom-
bach, and Ommer 2021), Diffusion models (Dhariwal and
Nichol 2021), evolution strategies on colored shapes (Tian
and Ha 2021) or evolution-based Neural Visual Grammars
(Fernando, Eslami, and others 2021); each producing dis-
tinctive aesthetics in tandem with the CLIP critic. In Spring
2021, open-source Google Colabs allowing practitioners to
combine VQGAN generators with CLIP critics (Crowson et
al. 2022) greatly popularised the technique. More recent
methods that rely on Latent Diffusion conditioning or direct
prediction of CLIP image embeddings manage to forgo the
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lengthy CLIP critic iterations and allow considerably faster
and higher quality text-to-image generation (Rombach et al.
2021; Ramesh et al. 2022).

Our system is considerably more interpretable, as it
merely uses color and affine transformations of hand-
selected patches, instead of optimizing pixels directly. Since
the Collage Generator operates on collections of identifiable
patches, we can let the user intervene during the optimiza-
tion, manually adjusting the arrangement (shift, scale and
rotation) of individual patches, for additional human-in-the-
loop guidance (Louie, Coenen, and others 2020).

Our work extends differentiable scalable vector graph-
ics used in CLIPDraw (Frans, Soros, and Witkowski 2021),
substituting strokes with patches. We experiment with vari-
ous rendering methods for superimposing patches in a learn-
able way. We can also combine multiple critic evaluations
on overlapping regions of a larger image to produce high-
resolution and detailed collages, allowing the artist con-
trol over the composition of the artwork. We call our sys-
tem CLIP-CLOP (loosely CLIP-guided COLlage and Pho-
tomontage) and open-source its Google Colab code1.

CLIP-CLOP is directly inspired by art theory. First,
CLIP-CLOP arranges disparate collections of textured
patches into new images, just like collage techniques en-
abled Cubist artists to exploit ambiguities arising from the
shapes and perspectives of patches (Zaczek and Actor 2008).
Second, Hans Arp’s Collage With Squares Arranged ac-
cording to the Law of Chance (1916-1917)2, is a precur-
sor to CLIP-CLOP’s random initialization and optimiza-
tion of patches, with optional manual adjustment, and an
illustration of our human-in-the-loop approach to procedu-
ral art generation. We believe that allowing patch choice
gives the artist more control than the mere combination of
prompt engineering with critic-guided generators (Radford,
Wook Kim, and others 2021) and situates CLIP-CLOP with
recent human-in-the-loop works.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the generative collage algorithm.

Algorithm
Like in traditional collage, the artist prepares a collection
of N image patches. CLIP-CLOP randomly initialises N

1https://github.com/deepmind/arnheim
2Museum of Modern Art, New York:

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/37013

RGB color transformation vectors and N affine transfor-
mation matrices, one for each patch, to randomly color
and disperse them onto a canvas. These patch transforma-
tions, as well as the patch superposition and image render-
ing method, constitute the Collage Generator. A forward
pass through this Collage Generator applies transformations
to each patch and then combines patches by superimposing
their RGB images onto a blank canvas. The resulting im-
age is then evaluated by the Critic (dual image-and-text en-
coder) and matched to a collection of textual prompts. The
automated optimization loop between the parameters of the
Collage Generator and the Critic’s evaluation is illustrated
on Figure 2. An optional evolution-based optimization can
be applied to the set of image patches.

Preparation of Image Patches
We leave that crucial curation process to the artist, as it
uniquely defines the artwork, and offer only basic tools for
preparing image datasets.

CLIP-CLOP takes as input a list of N 4-channel (RGB
plus alpha) image arrays. The contour of each patch is spec-
ified by the alpha channel, which can be semi-transparent.
We explored manual image segmentation using photo edit-
ing software, automated flood-filling from four corners of
each patch image (when those images are adequately cen-
tered photographs of objects on a plain background) and
computer vision-based image segmentation of photographs
over cluttered backgrounds.

Collage Generator
The Collage Generator is composed of color transforma-
tion, spatial affine transformation of each patch, and patch
superposition, three operations that are differentiable, allow-
ing gradient-based optimization.

Color Transformation Each given image patch is as-
signed three color multipliers, for the red, green and blue
channels; changing those coefficients with values smaller
than 1 uniformly changes the patch’s color. These param-
eters are optimized during training.

Spatial Transformations Similarly, each image patch is
assigned six numbers, for X and Y translation, rotation,
scale, squeeze and shear along the X axis. The two-
dimensional affine transformations are expressed as 3 × 3
translation, rotation and scale matrices, and are applied
to the image pixel 2D coordinates. The resulting affine-
transformed (rotated, scaled and translated) grids of pixel
coordinates are then used to interpolate the patch. Similarly,
these affine transform parameters are optimized during col-
lage generation.

Differentiable Rendering Collage artworks typically su-
perimpose opaque scraps of paper cuttings, assuming a par-
tial ordering – which scrap is on top of another. Yet in our
case of differentiable rendering, a completely opaque su-
perposition of patches compromises the learnability of the
collage because we cannot propagate gradients through oc-
cluded patches.

https://github.com/deepmind/arnheim
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/37013


We thus investigated two alternatives. The first one, trans-
parency, simply adds the RGB values of all patches. A
variation of transparency, called masked transparency, sums
RGB values of only non-masked parts of patches (i.e., where
alpha channel values are strictly greater than 0) and normal-
izes each pixel value by the sum of masks at that position.

The second one, called opacity, replaces the opaque, or-
dered superposition of patches by a differentiable approxi-
mation, consisting of a weighted sum of patches with learn-
able patch weights. Specifically, each patch is given an order
parameter. For each patch and pixel coordinate, we com-
pute the weight by multiplying the order of the patch by the
mask at that pixel. The resulting image is a weighted sum of
patches. Again, patch order parameters are optimized during
collage generation.

Figure 3 shows the effect of various rendering methods.
Note that opacity does not always fully occlude all image
patches but does more so than transparency and masked
transparency, and that transparency can result in saturated
(close to white) image parts (unless the RGB range is al-
lowed to be negative).

Figure 7 illustrates a creative usage of CLIP-CLIP for
photomontage, where patches are super-imposed on top
of a background photograph and modified with subversive
prompts3.

Achieving High Resolution CLIP-CLOP’s advantage is
that it can produce collages at any resolution. During op-
timization, we use down-sampled patches, as CLIP is re-
stricted to 224 x 224 images; for the final rendering, the
same spatial transformations are applied to the original high
resolution patches.

Figure 3: Influence of rendering methods on style. Left to
right: transparency, masked transparency and opacity

Critic
By a crude analogy to an art critic, who interprets and eval-
uates a piece of art, we use a compatibility function – called
Critic – between the collage and the textual prompts. Intu-
itively, the higher the score given by the Critic function, the
better the fit between textual and visual inputs. At each step,
Collage Generator produces parameterized transformations
of patches rendered on the canvas and generates a new col-
lage proposal. Next, we use CLIP (Radford, Wook Kim, and
others 2021) – a large-scale model, trained on 400 million
image-text pairs – as Critic, with an encoder that extracts
image features from the collage and text features from the

3Photomontage had been employed as a tool to highlight and
subvert cultural biases, starting from Dadaist Hannah Höch who
addressed the male gaze and colonialism (Wainwright 2018).

prompt. These features are matched against each other to
give a compatibility score.

During training, that score is optimised by stochastic gra-
dient ascent and backpropagated through the image to the
Collage Generator to optimize the patches’ transformations
parameters.

Semantic Composition Many generative approaches pro-
duce images with single semantics, i.e., evaluated globally
with one Critic. To achieve a higher level of compositional-
ity, we divide the image into 3×3 overlapping local regions,
each evaluated by a different Critic and prompt. A tenth
Critic evaluates the whole collage globally (with reduced
resolution). Figure 4 illustrates how one could decompose
“landscape” using prompts: “sky with sun”, “sky” and “sky
with moon”, “trees”, etc.

Moreover, the same procedure allows to increase the res-
olution of the final collage. With 3 × 3 regions, we can
produce 448 × 448 images instead of 224 × 224, typical of
approaches that use CLIP. In our work, we experiment with
parallel Critic evaluations and less memory consuming but
slower serial evaluations. We use either arithmetic or har-
monic mean of all individual Critic losses.

Figure 4: Using multiple overlapping CLIP evaluators with
different prompts allows greater control over composition
and higher resolution collages.

Evolution of Image Patches Gradients enable existing
patches to be manipulated but do not provide a signal for ex-
changing one patch for another. To support this, we optimize
a population of 2 to 10 randomly initialized collages and ap-
ply a step of evolution (microbial genetic algorithm (Harvey
2009)) every 100 gradient descent steps. The scores of two
random Collage Generators are compared and the loser is
overwritten with the winner, with random mutations involv-
ing swapping a random patch for another or small Gaussian
noise added to affine and color transformations.

Explorations
Non-Semantic Composition from Patches In many
human-made collages, the arrangement of patches is deter-
mined by their semantic relationship, e.g. a giant child may
be depicted climbing atop a skyscraper. The meaning of
each part is coherent, and humans can easily construct such
scenes. However, a harder task for humans is to compose an
image (e.g. a bull or a human face) from semantically dif-
ferent parts (e.g. tree leaves or fruits), as illustrated on Fig-
ure 6. CLIP-CLOP easily makes such discoveries and com-
pose patches in a non-semantic way. Figure 6 also shows (in



the top row) that fewer patches make more abstract Picasso-
inspired collages of a bull, while more patches make more
realistic images.

Figure 5: “Alan Turing in stained glass”. Left to right:
CLIPDraw with 1000 strokes, CLIP-CLOP with 100 animal
patches or 200 broken plate patches, guided diffusion.

Patches as Textural Image Constituents Figure 5 illus-
trates different aesthetics that can be obtained using di-
verse image generators on the same prompt (“Alan Turing
in stained glass”). Without cherry-picking, we compared
results on CLIPDraw (Frans, Soros, and Witkowski 2021),
Katherine Crowson’s latest guided diffusion (Dhariwal and
Nichol 2021) Colab, and CLIP-CLOP on patches consisting
of animals or fragments from a broken plate. We noticed
that CLIPDraw combines many strokes to create textures,
diffusion generates complex textures directly from pixels,
while collage exploits existing shapes, shadows and textures
present on individual patches to achieve the desired stained
glass effect.

Improving the Spatial Structure of Patches Inspired by
interactive human-AI music composition (Louie, Coenen,
and others 2020), we added a simple interactive human-in-
the-loop correction of AI-optimized collage. We allow the
artist to stop the optimization loop, then manually edit one
or more patches via a user interface: click on the current
collage to select a patch, then adjust its position, rotation,
scale, etc. using UI sliders, and optionally repeat that pro-
cess for other patches. Once the artist made the adjustments,
the optimization loop is resumed.

Generative Collage as a Human-in-the-loop AI Popular
applications such as Wombo Art4 that rely on state-of-the-
art deep learning for image synthesis, have democratised
the use of generative art systems but also removed the hu-
man user from most of the image production process, letting
them only specify the prompt. The user has limited choice in
how to visually represent concepts, cannot control the var-
ious cultural references and merely acts as a curator of the
outputs (Chung 2021). In a departure from commoditized art
generation, we propose to give the artist full control over the
image patches used for collage, making them curator of the
inputs for the algorithm and collaborator with machine cre-
ativity. We believe in art as means of human agency, requir-
ing that “automation in creative fields is always supported
by the development of humans’ creative potential” (Daniele
and Song 2019), and thus favour interactive systems over
fully automated ones.

4https://app.wombo.art

Human-in-the-loop systems such as collabdraw (Fan,
Dinculescu, and Ha 2019) or Drawing Apprentice (Davis,
Hsiao, and others 2016) have long been used for AI-guided
sketching, and it was found that ”AI Steering Tools” for mu-
sical composition that let users constrain the generative pro-
cess ”helped users increase their control, creative ownership,
and sense of collaboration with the generative ML model”
(Louie, Coenen, and others 2020).

In that spirit, we added a simple interactive human-in-the-
loop correction of AI-optimized collage. We allow the artist
to stop the optimization loop, manually edit one or more
patches via a user interface (click on the current collage to
select a patch, and adjust its position, rotation, scale, etc.
using UI sliders) and then resume the optimization loop.

Copyright and Ethics of Recycled Images The remix-
ability of modern media encourages sampling, remixing,
hence: collage (Manovich 2005). Generative computer art
could surface questions about copyright, although the rules
are unclear for machine learning-based systems trained on
copyright-protected material (Bommasani, Hudson, and oth-
ers 2021). As opposed to black-box neural network genera-
tors trained on images, Collage Generator explicitly shows
linear combinations of image patches. This facilitates the
traceability of image generation down to the constituent
patches, leaving copyright responsibilities to the artist5.

Running CLIP-CLOP CLIP-CLOP code is implemented
in Python as a single Notebook file arnheim 3.ipynb
or as a command-line executable that can be run on com-
puter with a CUDA-enabled graphics card. We release it as
part of Arnheim, a library of CLIP-guided image generators
that rely on visual grammars 6 (Fernando, Eslami, and oth-
ers 2021). For the online version, it can be executed from the
Google Chrome Web browser and needs to be open within
the Google Colab7 environment, using a free-access Run-
time kernel that has access to a Graphics Processing Unit
hardware accelerator.

Conclusion
Collage is a little-explored art form for procedural visual art
generation. In our work, we introduce a Collage Generator
and combine it with a popular dual image-and-text encoder
like CLIP for AI-based steering. The ability to choose image
primitives gives the artist an unprecedented level of control
compared to previous CLIP-guided methods and helps to es-
cape, to some extent, the straight-jacket of style imposed by
pre-trained neural network generators. Current development
work focuses on real-time manipulation of image patches
during optimization. We resisted going in the opposite di-
rection: automating the image primitive selection process.
Our software, called CLIP-CLOP, is open-sourced for cre-
ative use by the general public.

5CLIP-CLOP is distributed with copyright-free images (public
domain, Creative Commons, or photographed or drawn by the au-
thors).

6Open-source implementation available at
https://github.com/deepmind/arnheim

7https://research.google.com/colaboratory/

https://app.wombo.art
https://github.com/deepmind/arnheim
https://research.google.com/colaboratory/


Figure 6: Collages made of different numbers of tree leaves
patches (bulls in the top row), as well as Degas-inspired bal-
let dancers made from animals, faces made of fruit and still
life or landscape made from patches of animals.

Figure 7: Subversive explorations of photomontage: we start
with a photograph of Minette de Silva shown meeting with
Pablo Picasso, Jo Davidson and Mulk Raj Anand in 1948
(public domain), modified by CLIP-CLOP with prompts “A
painting by Paul Delvaux”, “A painting by Caravaggio”, and
“A painting of a group of Sri-Lankans”.
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